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ABSTRACT 
In this paper we construct spaces Se(&) and To(,) where @ denotes a suitable directed set of 
Bore1 functions on IR”, and where d denotes an n-tuple of strongly commuting self-adjoint 
operators. The spaces S@(d) and Ta(&) are in duality. We give conditions on the set @ such that 
Se(,) and T@(&) can be described both as a (non-strict) inductive limit and as a projective limit of 
Hilbert spaces. Examples are included. 
INTRODUCTION 
Many mathematicians have studied so-called Gelfand triples, i.e. three 
ordered locally convex topological vector spaces SCXC T with X a Hilbert 
space. In this connection we mention Gelfand and Shilov who introduced the 
notion of countable Hilbert space in their illuminating work on generalized 
functions [GS] and, also, Grossman and Antoine [AG], who generalized the 
ideas on countable Hilbert spaces towards the so-called scaled (or nested) 
Hilbert spaces and the partially inner product spaces. In this paper we start 
from a slightly different point of view. Combining ideas from the papers [G], 
[E I-21 and [EK] we introduce spaces Srp(&) and TQcdol) which are fixed by a 
directed set @ of nonnegative Bore1 functions on LR” and by an n-tuple 
d=(& . ..) -02,) of strongly commuting self-adjoint operators in a separable 
Hilbert space X. In general the spaces SoI and T@(,) have no inclusion 
* On leave from the Department of Mathematical Methods in Physics, University of Warsaw, 
Poland. 
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relation; hence, neither SQp(d)C TDu, nor TD(,)CSGcdj. However, if the set 
@ consists of bounded Bore1 functions, then So(d)CXC T,(,), and if the 
functions in the set @ are bounded away from zero then we have TQcd)C 
cXCS~(,), i.e. we obtain Gelfand triples. 
In order to clarify the intentions of the present paper we give a rather detailed 
description of the triple Sx,dCX~ TX,& which has been subject of discussion 
in the series of papers [G]. 
Let QG denote the set of functions on IR 
@G=(A-e-‘lAIIt>O}, 
and let d denote a positive self-adjoint operator in a separable Hilbert space 
X. Then we define 
S x,&= ,l;lo e-‘-W) (= U, c4WW 
It is natural to endow Sx,& with the inductive limit topology (7ind coming from 
the Hilbert spaces e-‘&(X) with norm I/e’&. [Ix. 
The space Tx,d is defined by 
T x,.!S= n efdeX. DO 
Here e’“‘.X is a completion of the Hilbert space X with respect to the norm 
Ile-‘&. [lx. On TX,& the projective limit topology rproj is imposed. It is worth- 
while to mention that, in [G], TX,, is defined as the space of all mappings F 
from (0, a) into X with the property F(t + z) = e-‘&F(t), t, r> 0. It has been 
proved that Sx,& and TX sp are in duality. 
The set of strictly posikive Bore1 functions CDL is defined by 
fe@: e b;,,: sup Cf(A)e-‘l”i)< 00. 
AER 
For each f~ CD& the operator f(d) is strictly positive and self-adjoint. The 
mapping sf : Sx,&+ R + defined by 
~fw=llfw)~llx, =Sx,.d 
is a continuous norm on S,,,. The norms sf generate a locally convex topology 
eqUiV&nt to the topology Dind. We have 
S x,st= ,“, D(fb@)= n fW-‘(Xl= :Te+(,), 
E A fE@Z 
with equality also as topological vector spaces. Here the topology on T,tldJ is 
the projective limit topology generated by the Hilbert spaces f(&)“(X). 
Similarly, each element FE Tx,d can be written as F=g(d) .x for some XEX 
and ge @A by which we mean 
F(t) = g(d)eczdx, t > 0. 
As a result of this paper we derive that TX,& equals the inductive limit 
S a&d) = ,LJ, fW -x. 
E G 
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We note that the spaces S,,, and TX,& are in general non-strict inductive 
limits of Hilbert spaces. Because of the relation SX,&= T@;(&, the space Sx,& 
behaves very much like a strict inductive limit of Hilbert spaces. In this paper 
we repeat the above described scheme in the general setting of a directed set of 
Bore1 functions cli on R” and an n-tuple d of strongly commuting self-adjoint 
operators. A priori we do not demand boundedness of the functions in @. We 
impose rather mild conditions on @ which lead to spaces SOcg) and TGcdj with 
properties similar to the spaces S,,, and TX,&. In a separate section we 
introduce a so-called symmetry condition on @ which ensures that Sac&) = 
= &t(,) and Tw) = %w) as topological vector spaces. So both SQcdp) and its 
dual T@(,) are inductive limits of Hilbert spaces. Imposing this symmetry con- 
dition also leads to a description of the (non-strict) inductive limit Se(&) which 
is very close to the description of general strict inductive limits of Hilbert spaces 
in literature. 
1. THE SPACE S@(&) 
In the first sections we describe a dual system which is generated by a directed 
set of functions and a finite number of strongly commuting self-adjoint 
operators. 
In the next definition we introduce sets Q, of real valued Bore1 functions 
which lie at the basis of our considerations. The sets @ are directed in the sense 
of the usual partial ordering of functions. 
1.1. DEFINITION. The directed set @ consists of Bore1 functions on I?“, 
which are bounded on bounded Bore/ subsets of I??. Moreover, it has the 
following properties. 
A.I. Each 9 E @ is nonnegative and the Bore1 function A-q(A)-‘~~(2) is 
bounded on bounded Bore1 sets. Here y denotes the set tR” \ q1~({0>). 
and xu, is the characteristic function of p. 
A.II. The stipports a, of p E @ cover the whole R”, i.e. 
In the above definition we use multi-index notation. So 
a-=(/l,,... ,an),m=(m, )...) m,),Ia/=(a~+...+a,2)~. 
The set Q, is the cube in R” defined by 
Q,: ={~~~~I6;~~~,:~~~t~~-l,m~)}. 
REMARK. From A.11 and A.111 it follows that 
v ~ER”&>O~~E@~XQ,~~V/* 
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Let X denote a separable Hilbert space, and let &i, . . . , ,Ca, denote n strongly 
commuting self-adjoint operators, all taken fixed throughout this paper. 
It means that the corresponding spectral projections of the operators &, 
k=l , . . . , n, mutually commute. 
Let (&a(k))aCR denote the spectral resolution of the identity corresponding to 
the self-adjoint operator &, k= 1, . . . , 12. Then to any Bore1 set in R” of the 
form 
Ll=A,xd,x...xd, 
we can link the spectral projection G(d) = flz=, c@(A~). In the usual way 
these factored Bore1 sets d c R” generate the whole a-algebra B(lR”) of Bore1 
sets in R”. The above defined mapping & extends to a projection valued 
measure on the whole &If?“). We denote its extension by &, also. It is natural 
to call 6 the resolution of the identity belonging to the n-tuple &= (4, . . . , z&). 
For each v, E @ we introduce the nonnegative self-adjoint operator 
P,(4 : = d-4, * *. ,&I= s &wG,. 
IR” 
in the standard manner. For more details we refer to [Pl]. 
1.2. DEFINITION. The directed set of nonnegative self-adjoint operators 
CD(&) is defined by 
We introduce the dense subspace G of X as follows 
G= u W)(X) 
A t Bb(lR”) 
where B&R”) is the subset of B(V) consisting of all bounded Bore1 subsets of 
I?“. Also we introduce the space G’. The elements of Gt are mappings F from 
the set B&Y) into X with the property 
The mappings F may be called spectral trajectories. The Hilbert space X is 
embedded in Gt in the following way: for each XEX, define emb (x) by 
emb (x):d H b(d)x,d EB&R~) 
In fact, the triple GCXC Gt is a very special example of the kind of spaces we 
describe in this paper (cf. Section 5). 
Let CJ E @. Then for each d E Bb(Rn) the operator p(&)&(o) is bounded. As 
usual, let xu, denote the characteristic function of the support 9 of v. Then the 
space p(d);X is defined as the subspace of Gt which consists-of all mappings 
of the form 
d - d-4 &(A n m 
with XEX~(&)(X) arbitrarily. So each element WE v(&) .X corresponds pre- 
cisely to one element x, E x,(&)(X). 
In p(d) -X we introduce an inner product (a , s)~ by 
(Wl, W& = (x,,, XWJX. 
Evidently the space ~(.ti)~X becomes a pre-Hilbert space with (. , .)V as its 
inner product. We observe that the operator yl(sl) is a homeomorphism from 
x,(&‘)(X) onto p(d) .X. So p(d) .X is a Hilbert space. 
REMARK. If the set @ consists of bounded Bore1 functions, then we have 
y?(d) .XCX for all p E @, where the embedding is given by p(d) .XH &&)x 
and, if the functions p E: @ are bounded away from zero then p(d) .X> 
>x,(&)(X) for all 9 E @. 
Now the space SO(&) is defined as follows. 
1.3. DEFINITION. 
S Q(d) = &JJ d-4 .x- 
The topology n,nd for S,(,) is the inductive limit topology generated by the 
Hilbert spaces p(d) ’ X. 
The inductive limit topology hind for SGcdol) is the finest locally convex 
topology for which the injections i,: pa(&) .XG.S,(,) are continuous or, equi- 
valently, for which the mappings q(d) :X-S,,,, are continuous. Hence, a set 
VC So(&) is open iff Vn&&) +X is open in the Hilbert space v)(d) =X for all 
cpE@. 
Besides the set @ we introduce the set of Bore1 functions Qt. 
1.4. DEFINITION. 
f E CD+ : ti (i) f is a nonnegative Bore1 function such that f (A)-‘xf(A) is bounded 
on bounded Bore1 sets. 
and (ii) VPG @s: sup Cf(;l)q(L)) < co. 
ICIR” 
1.5 .LEMMA. The set ~3’ is a directed set which satisfies the conditions A.I-III. 
PROOF. Observe that A.1 follows from (1.4.i). 
In order to prove A.11, let m E H” . Since @ satisfies A.11 and A.111 there 
exists w E 0 and C> 0 such that xQ,s Cy. So the characteristic functions X Q , ,  
mEZn, are contained in Qt. It also follows that f .xQ, is a bounded Bore1 
function for eachfe @+, and hence, the Bore1 functions f E djt are bounded on 
bounded Bore1 sets. 
In order to prove A.111, let f E Qt. Then the function g, 
g(G=(lml+l) sup f(p), aeQrn, mez” 
flee, 
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where C>O and rye @ have to be chosen as indicated in A.111. 0 
Because of the definition of rPt for all p E @ and all f E @’ the operator 
f(&,~(&) extends to the bounded self-adjoint operator df. (o)(d) on the Hilbert 
space X. 
Let WE&&).X. Then w(d)= ~(a) @.I flp)x, d EB&R”), for some XEX. 
Thus it makes sense to definef(B)w: = cf. p)@‘)x. Thenf(&v E X. It leads to 
the following definition. 
1.6. DEFINITION. Let f E CD+. The seminorm sf on SO(&) is defined by 
~fw’IIfb4~IIx7 am%. 
By means of the seminorms sf, f E ‘13+, we are able to describe the topology 
oind for %bf) + 
1.7. THEOREM. 
I. The seminorms sb f e @+, on Socd) are oi,d-continuous. 
II. Let a convex set OCSGcd) be such that for each v, E CD the set D fl I&&) - X 
contains an open neighbourhood of 0 in the Hilbert space ~(-01). X. Then 
0 contains a set 
Uf,E=(WES~(~~ISf(W)<&}, 
for certain f E ~0’ and E > 0. 
PROOF. I. From the inequality 
Ilfb4~llxs IIfcof4-4 llJ4p~ wEV)W*X 
the continuity of sf follows. 
II. Put 
Since X Q ,  E @+, for each w E S@(&), 9’m w is a well defined element of X. So 
for each m E Z” we can define 
r * =sup {&J>Ol[WE ~~(X)nli~~WIIx<@]9wESZ). fTl* 
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From A.II and A.111 it follows that r, is well defined and non-zero. Next we 
define the function f as follows: 
f(A)=2 u+ lml)2n 
f-in ) 
AEQ,, men”. 
We shall prove that f E Qt. 
To this end, let 9 E @. Then following A.111 we can find 9 E @ and C> 0 such 
that for all m E Zn 
Further, because of our assumptions there exists .s>O such that 
{u E wW)*X I II4 ,<&}Cl2n~(~).x. 
Thus it follows from the definition of r, that 
r,>c inf I&) for all me 27”. 
AEQ, 
Hence, for all il E 9 we obtain 
f(A)9(A)<2 sup (1 + lml12n sup (do(A)) < 
me?/!” ml AeQ,nc 
<2 sup c inf 
meZ” rm AcQ& 
(v/(n)) < 2 t. 
Since 9 E @ has been taken arbitrarily, we get f E CD ‘. We next show that 
(*I /Ifw)wIl,<l*wEQ. 
Let w E 9(d) .X for some 9 E @. Then 
c /I%w/l;-. 
rnsE” 
By A.111 we can find [E @ and C>O such that for all m E Z” 
(1 + \ml)n+2 ;y 9(k) < C Ai:$ C(A). 
m “2 
We thus obtain 
for all meZ” with 9flQ,#0. 
Because of our assumption (*) we have for all m E Z” 
(***) 2(1’+ lml)2”9~wcQ. 
Now we express w as follows 





I~Isv 2(1+ lml)2n imEN 2(1+ \mj)2n > wN 
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where 
WN’( ,,;, 2u + lb-4-2n)-1 ,mL-N (%fw). 
Comparison with the corresponding integral shows that 
for certain Cn> 0. So by (**) we get 
Hence 11 wNlli tends to zero as N tends to infinity. Therefore we obtain 
wNE Q2n &&‘) -X for sufficiently large N. From (***) and (****) it follows that 
w is a subconvex combination of elements in the convex set Q. So w E 52. It is 
clear that w E Q I-I q(d). X. 0 
1 A. THEOREM. The locally convex topology generated by the seminorms sf, 
f E Qi is equivalent to the topology mind for SD(&). 
Finally we have the following results. 
1.9. THEOREM. 
I. SQ(&) is barreled. 
II. S@P(&) is bornological. 
PROOF. I. Let I/be a barrel, i.e. a radial convex circled and closed subset of 
SQp(&). Then V/n q(d) 3X is a barrel in the Hilbert space v)(d) -X for any v, E @. 
So there exists an open null neighbourhood XpC Vtl q(d) *X. Following 
Theorem 1.7, V contains an open set { w E S,(,,/sf (w) < s} for some f e Qt. 
II. This means that every circled convex subset QC Ss(dj that absorbs 
every bounded subset WC&~&~ should be a neighbourhood of 0. So let BP 
denote the unit ball in p(-Ca) .X, q E @. Then clearly one has &BylCSZfl y?(d) .X 
for some E > 0. Again application of Theorem 1.7 leads to the wanted result. 
q 
2. THE SPACE T@(,) 
We take G’ as in the previous section. Let FE Gt. For each v, E Q, we define 
p(d)F~ G+ by 
&M’:d -&d)F(d), A EL&(P). 
Now the space T@(,) is defined as follows. 
2.1. DEFINITION. The space T@(,) is the subspace of Gt which consists of all 
spectral trajectories F with the property that 
Vq”,,@:p(d)Feemb (X). 
(Here emb (X) denotes the canonical embedding of X in Gt). 
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The space To(,) can be regarded as a projective limit of Hilbert spaces. To 
show this, let FE T,(,). Then we define the mapping P: @+X by 
P: q ++ q(d)F 
where we identify X and emb (X). It is not hard to see that the mapping P 
satisfies the following relation: 
Conversely, if a mapping G: Q-+X satisfies the conditions expressed in (2.2), 
then we link to G the spectral trajectory G by means of the definition 
where for each d E B&9”) we take v, E @ such that XA 5 Cq for some constant 
C>O. Such v, exists because the set Q, is directed and satisfies A.11. Because of 
the properties of G the definition of G does not depend on the choice of 9. 
The topology for T@(&) is the projective limit topology, denoted by rproj. 
Here is the precise definition. 
2.3. DEFINITION. The tOpOIOgy Zproj is the locally convex topology for TGc,dj 
generated by the seminorms 
tv (F> = II ylW)F II x 3 FE To(,). 
The topology rz,,j is the coarsest locally convex topology for which all 
mappings e, : p++ F(p) are continuous. 
Following Lemma 1.5 the set Qt satisfies A.I-III of Definition 1.1. So it 
makes sense to consider the Hilbert space f(d). XC Gt for each f e Qt. 
Moreover, it is an easy exercise to show that @C GtT. Hence, from the 
previous section it follows that for all v, E @ the operator q(d) maps f(d) -X 
into X. It is a consequence of the next theorem that any element of Tocdgl) 
belongs to some Hilbert space f (&‘). X; i.e. for any FE Tdjcdol) there exists f E CD' 
and X~E X such that F(d)=f(d)&(d)x,, d E&,(P). We introduce the 
following notation. Let I/C X. Then f(d) . V= {f(d) -x Ix E V}. 
2.4. THEOREM. 
I. A set BC T,(,) is bounded iff the set {p(d). F IFE B} is bounded in X for 
all qE@. 
II. A set B C T@(,) is bounded iff there exists f E QT and a bounded set B,C X 
such that B = f (d) . B,. 
PROOF. Let B be a bounded subset of Tat,,). By A.11 and A.111 for each 
m E Zn there exists r,~ E @ and C> 0 such that xQ,< Cv/. So the operator 
I&J- ‘xQ,(d) is bounded on X. Define 
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Then 
rml5 II WW) - ‘XQ,(-al) II ;yf: II Y/W~Il < O” * 
Next we define the Bore1 function f by 
f(n)=(l+lml)“r,, AE(2,, rnEZ”. 
We prove that f E Qt. To this end, we note that for each ~1 E @ we can find 
[E Q, and C>O by repeatedly applying A.111, such that for all I E Q,, m E Z”, 
Thus we obtain for each m E Z”, ,4 E Q,, 
It follows that f E @+. 
Now let FEB. Then we have 




xF= C (1 + /ml)-“r,-lF(Qm). 
men”, 
r,+O 
Then ,+EX and the set BO = {X,/FE B} is bounded in X. It is clear that 
B=f(d).B,. 0 
2.5. LEMMA. Let B be a bounded subset of TGcdj which contains zero. Then 
there exists g E @’ with the following properties. 
I. There exists a bounded set BO C X such that B = g(d). B,,. 
II. Let (F,), E I be a net in B. Then (F,), E I converges to zero iff F, = g(d). x,, 
CWE~, and IIxallx-fO. 
PROOF. By the previous theorem there exists f E @+ and a bounded subset 
B1 CX such that B = f (&)e B, . Put g(A) = (1 + I,4 12)- ‘f(A) and put 
Then g E @‘, and B = g(a). BO. For each (Y E I, there exists x, E BO and ya E B, 
such that F,=f(d).y,=g(yQI).x,. Now let E>O. Take NE N so large that 
(1 + InI?)-’ <E for all A with lill >N. Then we obtain 
(*I S d(G,xa,xa)<~2 S 44.va,xd~~211~,l12. 
Next, observe that because of axiom A.11 and A.111 there exist constants Cj>O 
and functions PjE @, j= 1, . . . . j,,,, such that 
Hence there exists a0 E I such that 
as soon as a > ao. Together with (*) we get 
s &%r,xa)<&2(( “,“,y llYal12)+ 1) R” 
for all a>ao. n 
By the previous lemma we get the following important result. 
2.6. THEOREM. Each bounded subset B of TGtdj is homeomorphic to a 
bounded subset of X. The homeomorphism is established by a well chosen 
operator g(d), g E @+. 
It leads to the following characterizations. 
2.7. COROLLARY. 
1. A subset K of TGcdJ is compact iff there exists f E @+ and a compact subset 
K, of X such that K =f(d) ,Ko. Hence the set KC T,(,) is compact iff it is 
sequentially compact. 
II. A sequence (F,), E N c T@(d) is fundamental iff there exists f E sP+ such that 
(Fn)nc~ is a Cauchy sequence in f(d). X, i.e. there exists a Cauchy 
sequence Cd, E b-4 c X such that F,, = f (d’) . x,, . 
Hence T,(,, is sequentially complete. 
2.8. THEOREM. The space TQcslj with topology Tproj is complete. 
PROOF. Let (F,),.t be a Cauchy net in T@(,). Then (@(d)F,),,, is a Cauchy 
net in X for all v, E @. So there exists x,+, E X, v E @, with p(&)F-tx, for each 
v, E @. Because of A.11, for all m E Z” the net (Fn(Qm))aEI is a Cauchy net in 
x. Put 
ym = lim F,(Q,), m E 22”. 
a 
Then with Fm = xe,(&), m E Z”, we have 
&4Fa<Q,> --f %xu, = d4u,. 
Hence, we obtain 
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where the series converges absolutely in the Hilbert space X. It follows that the 
spectral trajectory 
F:A- C WVY, 
rneH” 
satisfies p(d)F= xv. So FE TQCdJ. 
Moreover, it is clear that for all p E @ 
IIddW,-F)lj+O. 
Hence the space T*(,) is complete. 0 
By Lemma 2.5 it follows that the set TO(B) equals the union 
u fW)*X 
fe@T 
or, in the language of the previous section T@(,) = S,T(~) as sets. We remark 
that in general the space T,(,) is not homeomorphic to the space SQtC-iP). In 
Section 4 we introduce a condition on the directed set 0 such that the equality 
of T,(,) and S@T(~) is also topological. 
3. THE PAIRING OF SO(&) AND T$(&), THEIR DUALITY 
In order to make S@(&) and To(,) a dual pair, we introduce the sesquilinear 
form ( . , . > on SG(~) x TG(,) by 
(3.1) ( u, F > : = (d4 - k d4F)x, u E %(.st-) 9 FE Tq,) 
where CJJ E @ is such that u E p(d). X. The above definition does not depend on 
the choice of p. To see this, we note that for any u EC&&).X for which 
m?zo IIwW- l~(Qm)ll?t< 03, 
i.e. UE w(sl).X, also, we have 
M4 - ‘~3 d4F)x = C (~44 - ’ wWM4 - ‘u(QnA vC-W(Q,))x 
rneL” 
= Ezn (wW - ‘u(Qm), wW)F(Q,))x 
= (~(-4 - ‘u, vW)F)x . 
The sesquilinear form (3.1) is non-degenerate because of axiom A.11, which 
holds both for @ and @‘. 
With respect to the above introduced pairing we shall prove the following 
representation theorem. 
3.1. THEOREM. 
I. A linear functional l on S@(,) is continuous in the tOpOl0g.Y oin,j Of SQ(d) 
iff there exists GE Tocdp) such that 
l@)=(u,G),u~Sg,,(~). 
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II. A linear functional WI on T,(,) is continuous in the topology Zproj of TQ(,) 
iff there exists w E SOCdj such that 
m(F)= (w,F),FE Tcp(i+ 
PROOF. I. -) Let GE TQcdj. Then for all w E q(d). X 
/(wG)l~//wll,$oG). 
Hence, the linear functional e defined by t?(w) = (w, G) is continuous on each 
q(d). X, and hence on Sovj with tOpOlOgy hind. 
I. e) Let f be a continuous linear functional on S@(&). Then to p(S) is a 
continuous linear functional on X for all q.~ E @. So there exists xu, E X such that 
(lo &4)(x) = k x,)x. 
By A.11 and A.111, t?o 9 is a continuous linear functional on X for each 
m EZ”. Hence, we have 
(go ~m)(x> = k Y,), yrn E ~‘,W), m E z”. 
It follows that 
(x, PWlY,)x = (fo d-4 o ~&J(x) = (XT %x,)x. 
So for each p E @ we have 
c IIdJf)Yml12< WJ. 
mtiz” 
It follows that 
G= C urn 
mez? 
belongs to To(&), and 
iXw)=(w,G),w~S~(st~. 
II. -) Let w=q(&).x with V)E@ and XEX. Then we have 
l<w*F>Is //x/I II~7(~FIl. 
So the linear functional F- ( w, F) is continuous on T,(,). 
II. -) Let m be a continuous linear functional on T@(,). Since the set @ is 
directed, there exists a function v, E @, and C> 0 such that 
(*I 147 s GJF). 
From (*) it follows that m can be extended to a continuous linear functional on 
the Hilbert subspace { p(-“I)F IFE T~~,~} of X. So there exists y, E X such that 
G’) = (Y,, &W)x. 
Put w = q(.&‘) .yP. Then clearly we have w E S@(&) and 
m(F)= (w,F). q 
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From the previous theorem it follows that the spaces SQi(&) and T@(,) esta- 
blish a dual pair. Thus it makes sense to introduce the weak topologies 
0(%(d), T@(d)) and G.(T,(,), SQ(dp)) on S+-+t) and TQcdol), respectively. It is a 
natural question whether a-weak boundedness of a subset of SDcdj and T@(,) 
implies its boundedness. 
3.2. THEOREM. (Banach-Steinhaus) 
I. Each weakly bounded set B in S@(&) is bounded. 
II. Each weakly bounded set V in T,(,) is bounded. 
PROOF. I. Let B be a weakly bounded set in S@(&). So for each G E T@(,) 
there exists MG > 0 such that 
V w~~:I(wG)Is~c. 
Now let f~ Qt. Then for each x EX we have 
V WEB: Idf~~)w)xl S~Mf(.d).x. 
From the Banach-Steinhaus theorem for Hilbert spaces we obtain My>0 such 
that 
Since f E @’ is taken arbitrarily, it follows that B is bounded. 
II. Let V be a weakly bounded set in TQcdj. Then for each u E s@(d) there 
exists &l, > 0 such that 
Vcev: l(u,G)lS4,. 
Let v, E @. Then for each XE X we have 
V GE v: I(-% d4’3l S~M,,,,.x. 
So there exists K,>O such that 
I/ d&G /I 5 K,, G E V. q 
REMARK. If the set @ consists of bounded functions then we have the 
Gelfand triple 
%(st) c XC TN,). 
If the set @ consists of functions which are bounded away from zero, then we 
have the Gelfand triple 
Tcw) c XC SW). 
4. A SYMMETRY CONDITION 
Since the space S@,(&) is a non-strict inductive limit, we cannot get any infor- 
mation from general topological vector space theory about the characterization 
of bounded subsets, compact subsets, null sequences and so on. In this section 
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we introduce a condition such that the space SQ5(&) equals TQ~(&) both as a set 
and as a tOpOlOgiCa1 Vector space, i.e. the topology ffind for sQcdj iS eqUiValent 
to the topology Tproj for Tatcd. Also, this condition ensures that the topo- 
logical vector spaces 7@(&) and &,T(~) are the same. 
Applying the t-operation to the set djt we get the set of functions Qtt which 
satisfies the conditions A.I-III. Now we impose the following condition on the 
set @. 
A.IV. ~~~~‘$oE@~c>O:isC9. 
(It follows that [(~.@)&&)-‘x,(&) extends to a bounded operator.) 
4.1. LEMMA. Let @ also fulfill axiom A.IV. Then we have 
S CP(~) = 6;~ and b(d) = 7~t~d) 
as topological vector spaces. 
PROOF. First observe that @C @ . tT It follows that the embeddings 
SO(~) c-h 7~) and 7~(,) 4 CD(,) 
are continuous. Let [E@++. Then by A.IV there exists q E Q, such that the 
embedding c(d) .Xc;p(&) 0X is continuous. So by the definition of inductive 
limit topology c(d) .X is continuously embedded in S@(&). Since < is taken 
arbitrarily S@tt(&) is continuously embedded in S@(&). Further, for each 
(E cB++, there exists PE @ such that the operator &~2)9(-01)-’ is densely 
defined and bounded. Hence 7,(,) is continuously embedded in TGTt(,,. 0 
We have the following important result, which shows that A.IV is a kind of 
symmetry condition. 
4.2. THEOREM. Let @fulfill axiom A.IV. Then we have 
I- 7@(d) = S@‘(d) as a topological vector space. 
11. S@(d) = 7@T(&) as a topological vector space. 
PROOF. I. From Lemma (4.1) and the final remarks in Section 2 we derive 
that SGtCd) = T,tt(,) as sets. The topology cind on SQtCsl) is generated by the 
seminorms sr where 4’ E @?‘, cf. Definition 1.6 and Theorem 1.8. Next, 
observe that sC = ti, cf. Definition 2.1. The seminorms ti generate the topology 
rproj for 7@“(d). Hence SQtCd) = 7@ttCdu’) = TO(,) as a topological vector space. 
II. Follows from I. and from the observation that @‘= Qttt. 0 
4.3. COROLLARY. Let CD fulfill A.IV. Then we have 
I. TQcdj is barreled. 
II. TQCdj is bornological. 
III. SQCdj is complete. 
Moreover, we have the following characterizations. 
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IV. Let B be a bounded set in S,(,). Then there exists v, E @ and a bounded 
set B,cX such that 
- B=a@‘)-B, (ca+Q.X) 
- p(a) : BO+B is a homeomorphism. 
Consequently, 
A set KC SrpcI) is compact iff there exists a compact subset KOcX and 
p E @ such that K = p(d). KO. 
A sequence (WA E IN c SD(~) is fundamental iff there exists a Cauchy 
sequence (x,>, E h. CXandy,E@such that w,=p(d)-x,, nEN. 
PROOF. Combine the results of Section 1 and Section 2. 0 
REMARK. In a forthcoming monograph [EG.b] an example is presented of a 
non-strict inductive limit S,(,) in which Cp does not satisfy A.IV. In Chapter 
III of [EGb] it is proved that s@(d) is not complete in general. Moreover, also 
the characterizations given in part IV of the previous corollary are not valid. 
4.4. THEOREM. Let @ fulfill axiom A.IV. A sequence (w,),,,~CS~(~) 
converges weakly to zero iff there exists v, E @ and a weak null sequence 
wn,ih CXsuch that w,=&&).x,, nEN. 
PROOF. The if-part of the statement is trivial because of Theorem 3.1. We 
show the only if-part. 
Let (+J, E N c SW) be a weak null sequence. Then (w,), E N is a bounded 
sequence by Theorem 3.2. So by Corollary 4.3 there exists I,U E @ and a bounded 
sequence (YA E N CX such that w, = w(-“l) .yn. It follows that there exists 
M,>O such that llynlj CM,, nE In]. Now take N>O so large that (1+ 1A1’)-‘<& 
if jJ. > N. Then we have 
(*I 
By A.111 there exists ~1 E @ and C> 0 such that 
(1 + 11312)lJ(Q< Q(n), A E R”. 
Put 
Then by (*) 
(**I II v- %1x, I/ < &CM,. 
Let XEX. Since w,+O weakly in SQp(&), and since &zZ- ’ YNx can be regarded 
as an element of To(,), there exists no E N such that for all n > no 
l(~~xn,x)l=l(w,,~,(~)-‘~~x>l<E. 
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So with (**) we get 
4.5. COROLLARY. A sequence (F,), E M c TQCdp) converges to zero weakly in 
To(&) iff there exists f E @’ and a weak null sequence (x,,),, N CX such that 
F,=f(d).x,, n E M. 
PROOF. The proof follows from the observation that @‘= Qttt, and also 
from Theorem 4.3 and 4.4. 0 
4.6. COROLLARY. Let @ fulfill axiom A.IV. 
I. Each bounded sequence in S@,(&) contains a weakly coriverging subse- 
quence. 
II. Each bounded sequence in TQcdl contains a weakly converging subse- 
quence. Ll 
Comparing the results of this section with the results of the previous sections, 
it is clear that the topologies mind and tproj on S@(&) and T,(,), respectively, are 
equivalent to the Mackey topology on each of these spaces, whenever @ satisfies 
A.IV. We note that the statement seems to be no longer true if condition A.IV 
is dropped. 
5. SOME EXAMPLES 
In words: Qx is the set of all characteristic functions of bounded Bore1 sets. @z 
consists of all Bore1 functions which are bounded on bounded Bore1 sets. All 
axioms A.I-A.IV are satisfied. For any self-adjoint operator & we have 
S Q~(-cP) = TQ;(~/) = G, h,(d) = G;(d) = G+. 
In particular, if we take (&f)(x) =xf(x) in the Hilbert space f,(lR) we get 
G= &JR), i.e. the space of &functions with bounded support, and its dual 
Gt=Lz,toc(R). Cf. Section 1. 
G-R. 2 
@G={A-ee-‘iAIIt>O}. 
This set obviously satisfies axioms A.I-A.111. The symmetry condition A.IV is 
satisfied because of the following lemma. 
5.1. LEMMA. 
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PROOF. Define a strictly increasing sequence (&)p=e inductively in the fol- 
lowing way. Take &=O, &>lk-,+l, k=1,2 ,..., and 
If the latter requirement cannot be met for some k then 8 has the wanted 
property. If the infinite sequence (&),& exists, define 
r 1 if L=O, 
.fw = 
? ( 
exp * 14 ifAE[-4, -Ak-l)U(Ak-l,Ak]. 
) 
Then for each t>O 
Hence f E Qt. However, for each k E N 
yp t9(~lKI) I W,)f(AJ > k. 
This contradicts the assumption 0~ @z. 
For any self-adjoint operator d we have 
These spaces are members of the Gelfand triple 
Sx,l.qcXCTx,,i~+ 
which is discussed extensively, together with a series of classical analytic 
examples in the series of papers [G]. 
G-R 3 
@,={A-e’lAIIt>O}. 
This set satisfies axioms A.I-A.IV. The symmetry condition follows from 
PROOF. Similar to the proof of Lemma 5.1. Replace 
exp 
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For any self-adjoint operator we have 
hE(d) = Q(d) = Qc /Jf I) 
Observe that 
SW, Id I) = n!N W”b 
These spaces are members of the Gelfand triple 
WY I-QCXCmc IdI) 
which has been studied in [E2]. 
In the papers [EG l-21 there have been developed “classical” distribution 
theories which are concrete examples of the quintuple 
~(X,~)‘)CSx,,CXC~x,,C~(X,~) 
with ~00. 
~,=C~-(l+~Z)“ln=O,1,2 ,... }. 
cPP satisfies axioms A.I-A.IV. The symmetry condition A.IV follows from 
Lemma 5.2, replacing in QjE the variable I by log (1 +A2). 
With X=L,(lR) and the operator 
Here S(lR) is Schwarz’s space of test functions of rapid decrease and S’(k) is 
the space of tempered distributions. Further with X=L2(R) and Y’= i d/dx 
where H”(R) denotes the Sobolev space of order n. Cf. [GS]. 
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With the aid of Example 3 the validity of axioms A.I-A.IV easily follows. For 
X we take the Bargmann space 
F={flfentire, S ~f(~)]~e-~~l~dxdy<o3, z=x+iy}, 
c 
cf. [Ba]. Take the positive self-adjoint operator J?=Z d/dz. 
SQA(.5j = {gig entire, &,L,Ol&)I SeLlzl) 
i.e. the space of entire functions of exponential growth. 
TQAcn = {all entire analytic functions}. 
The latter space is discussed in [AV] as a Partial Inner Product Space. It is a 
very special illustration of the results in this paper. 
With the aid of Example 2 the validity of axioms A.I-A.IV easily follows. With 
X= F and $= z d/dz, cf. Example 5, we get 
&J(2) = u-If(z) is analytic on an nbh of the origin}, 
i.e. the space of germs of analytic functions at 0. 
S@;($.) = {gig entire, b.0~~,0/g(z)l s:KeLlzll~ 
i.e. the space of entire functions of sub-exponential growth. 
Combination of this with Example 5 yields the following quintuple of spaces 
of analytic functions 
S,;(2) c S,,(s) CFC GA(n c G;(n. 
From the general result of this paper, it follows that these spaces are all in- 
ductive limits and projective limits of Hilbert spaces. 
The axioms A.I-A.111 are obviously satisfied. For two strongly commuting self- 
adjoint operators &i and .d2 the spaces So(d1,dzp2) = S( TX,&,, d2) and TQ(d,,4, = 
= Wx, d,v d2) have been introduced in [El]. 
They do not establish a Gelfand triple with the Hilbert space X in between. 
The set @ does not fulfill the condition A.IV. A counter example has been 
constructed by De Bruijn [Br]. The function 
belongs to @ ” But for all a, E Q, the function VP-’ is unbounded. Starting . 
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from this result it has been shown that S(T,++ ,Ca,) is not a complete space in 
general. The proof of these results will appear in [EG.b]. 
If we take two nonnegative self-adjoint operators d and $8 in X, then fol- 
lowing [WI, Ch. VIII, the operators &@S and Y@ 28 are well defined non- 
negative self-adjoint operators in the Hilbert space X0X. 
The spaces WX~X,.~~S, A3 g) and WXOX,~CW, Y@!?+?) can be regarded 
as topologocal tensor products of TX,&, Sx, I and S,,,, Tx,1 respectively and 
also as spaces of operators on those spaces. Cf. Example 2. See [El], Ch. III. 
The space WX~X,S~~S, Y@&) comprises all continuous linear mappings from 
TX,& into itself iff TX,, is nuclear. It is a locally convex algebra. Quantum 
mechanically T(Sxox,dEpof, Y@d) is a space of (possibly unbounded) obser- 
vables. Its dual S(Txox,da,, Y@&) is the space of states. This space fails to 
be sequentially complete because axiom A.IV is not fulfilled here. 
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